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The internal audit of Winsford Town Council is carried out by undertaking the following tests as specified on the Annual Return for 

Local Councils in England: 

 

 Checking that books of account have been properly kept throughout the year 

 Checking a sample of payments to ensure that the Council’s financial regulations have been met, payments are supported by 

invoices, expenditure is approved, and VAT is correctly accounted for 

 Reviewing the Council’s risk assessment and ensuring that adequate arrangements are in place to manage all identified risks 

 Verifying that the annual precept request is the result of a proper budgetary process; that budget progress has been regularly 

monitored and that the council’s reserves are appropriate 

 Checking income records to ensure that the correct price has been charged, income has been received, recorded and promptly 

banked and VAT is correctly accounted for 

 Reviewing petty cash records to ensure payments are supported by receipts, expenditure is approved and VAT is correctly 

accounted for 

 Checking that salaries to employees have been paid in accordance with Council approvals and that PAYE and NI requirements 

have been properly applied 

 Checking the accuracy of the asset and investments registers 

 Testing the accuracy and timeliness of periodic and year-end bank account reconciliation(s) 

 Year end testing on the accuracy and completeness of the financial statements 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion 

On the basis of internal audit work carried out, which was limited to the tests above, in our view the council’s system of internal 

controls is in place, adequate for the purpose intended and effective, subject to the recommendations reported in the action plan. 

 

As part of the internal audit work for the next financial year we will follow up all recommendations included in the action plan. 

        

 

JDH Business Services Limited 
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 ISSUE RECOMMENDATION FOLLOW UP 

1 The Financial Regulations now include 

controls over access and online banking. 

However, an important section in paragraph 

o.) has been omitted with respect to supplier 

fraud prevention controls. The NALC 

model FR’s state ‘A programme of regular 

checks of standing data (of suppliers) will 

be followed’. 

 

The Financial Regulations should be 

updated to includes this control that 

checks standing data on bank accounts 

to actual supplier bank details on 

documentation such as invoices 

 

2 Significant expenditure is planned for future 

works to the hall currently held in trust by 

the council. A major proportion of the 

activity at the hall would relate to hall hire 

which is an exempt VAT supply. Partial 

Exemption rules (as set out in VAT notice 

749) only permit the council to reclaim up 

to £7500 input VAT relating to exempt 

supplies in any one financial year. If input 

VAT on exempt supplies exceeds the £7500 

threshold no input VAT attributable to 

exempt activity can usually be reclaimed. 

This situation could arise, for instance, if 

significant refurbishment works were 

carried out to the hall. 

 

The council should secure an 

understanding of VAT notice 749 and 

the partial exemption rules. 

 

Prior to the decision to undertake any 

significant refurbishment scheme(s) for 

the hall the council should secure the 

services of a VAT adviser to provide 

guidance on the various options 

available including the Option to Tax 

currently exempt supplies 

 

 

 

3 The date of a fixed asset purchase is not 

always included for additions in the asset 

register. This makes it difficult to determine 

which financial year the assets should be 

included as an addition. 

The month and year of purchase should 

be included for all additions to the asset 

register 
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2016/17 Interim Audit 

 

1 A review of the minutes found the 

following had not been signed and initialled 

on each page: 

 

- Meeting of Winsford Town Council 

18/4/16 

The minutes should be signed and 

initialed retrospectively by the Chair. 

 

2 A contract was awarded during the year to 

Plumbley for £6888.59. Three quotations 

were not obtained prior to awarding the 

contract due to the urgency of the work 

required.  

 

Whilst the Financial Regulations (FRs) 

allow for urgent works to be carried out, 

to ensure transparency, the Council 

should record within the minutes the 

reason as to why a contract was 

awarded without obtaining quotations. 

 

3 The Council are intending to move towards 

making payments via online banking and 

debit cards.  

The Council have approved proposed 

controls presented by the Clerk that ensure 

that online payments are approved before 

payment and that payments made via card 

are presented to finance committee for 

approval. 

The controls state that the setting up of a 

payee on the online banking system will be 

approved by both the town clerk and the 

Before the new payment methods are 

introduced, the FRs should be amended 

to allow for these payment methods. The 

current NALC model FRs provide good 

clauses with respect to online payments. 

 

The Council should approve a 

transaction limit for the use of payment 

cards. 

 

The Council should consider controls 

over supplier data such as only adding 

bank details from invoices or signed 

letters containing the supplier letterhead 

(and not from emails) and telephoning 
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 ISSUE RECOMMENDATION FOLLOW UP 

administrative assistant.  suppliers directly for confirmation if the 

council receive a notification of a 

change in bank account details. 

 

The Council should also maintain a 

standing file of supplier account data so 

that checking of online payments and 

account details can take place. The 

NALC model FRs state that a 

programme of regular checks of 

supplier standing data should be 

followed.  

 

 

 

2015/16 audit recommendations 

 

1 The bank reconciliation contains a number 

of out of date unpresented cheques relating 

to 2014/15. The cheques total £1584.40 

 

The out of date unpresented cheques 

should be written out of the accounts. 

The payments should be reviewed and 

the Council should consider reissuing 

the cheques 

 

 

 

Follow up at year-end 

2 The fixed assets balance on the annual 

return is correct as it represents the 2014/15 

balance plus additions made in year. 

The asset register however, does not agree 

to this balance as it applies an appreciation 

or depreciation value to the assets 

 

Whilst it is good practice to maintain a 

valuation of assets for insurance 

purposes, the asset register should also 

show the original valuation that 

corresponds with the total value on the 

annual return 

 

Follow up at year-end 
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2015/16 Interim Audit recommendations 

 

1 A review of the approved list of 

transactions that support the balances 

approved in the Council minutes found that 

the amounts approved in August, October 

and December differed from the supporting 

schedules: 

 

In August payments totaling £25,141.49 

were made, these have not been approved in 

the minutes. 

 

October minutes approve payments totaling 

£32,961.92, the supporting signed 

schedules show £38,438.60. 

 

July minutes approve payments totaling 

£34,946.69, the supporting signed 

schedules show £40,907.86. 

 

The October supporting schedules had not 

been signed when approved. 

  

The differences between the supporting 

schedules and the minutes should be 

reviewed to ensure that all payments 

have been approved by Council. Any 

payments not approved should be 

approved retrospectively at the next 

finance committee meeting. 

Implemented 

2 

 

There is no formal reserves policy in place 

that establishes the level of general reserves 

the council should aim to carry forward 

year on year.  

 

There is no statutory requirement for the 

It would be good practice for the 

Council to have a formal reserves 

policy. 

Follow up at year-end 
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minimum level of council reserves. 

However, there is sector guidance that 

states between 3 months and 1 year of net 

revenue expenditure (ie excluding precept 

income) is a satisfactory level – see NALC 

guidance below: 

 
“……….any prudent council will carry 

forward some Un-earmarked General 

Revenue Reserves to meet the 

unexpected and to use for working 

capital until the Income due from 

the Billing Authority is received. 

These final balances are held to 

some extent by all councils and 

should fall within a range of 3 to 

12 months net revenue expenditure. 

Thus the total value of Balances 

and Reserves is set by the 

individual circumstances, and by a 

formal decision, of the Council.” 

 

 

Follow up of 2014/15 audit recommendations 

 

1 The bank reconciliation contains a number 

of out of date unpresented cheques relating 

to 2013/14. The cheques total £295.77. 

 

The out of date unpresented cheques 

should be written out of the accounts. 

The payments should be reviewed and 

the Council should consider reissuing 

the cheques. 

 

Implemented 

2 The accounts include a debtor for VAT of 

£9718.77. The VAT return as at 31/3/15 

shows the balance claimed as £8268.02. 

This will be followed up in the 2015/16 

interim audit. 
Implemented 
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The Clerk has investigated this and it will 

be reclaimed in the next VAT reclaim. 

 

 

3 The accounts show a precept of £339,649. 

The Cheshire West and Chester Council 

parish precept form shows that the actual 

precept was £285,215 and was paid with a 

Council Tax Reduction Scheme Grant of  

£54,434. 

 

The annual return should state the 

following balances: 

Annual precept =285215 

Other receipts = 409384 

 

This also happened in 2013/14 (with a  

grant of £59,817) so either the previous 

year’s accounts should be restated to 

show the correct balances or the 

explanation of variances should explain 

the reason for the decrease in precept. 

 

Implemented 

 

Follow up of 2014/15 Interim Audit recommendations 

 

1 Review of policies and procedures 

Our interim audit this year focused on the 

policies and procedures in place at the 

Council. 

We reviewed the procedures in place and 

noted that three of the procedures had not at 

the time of the review been approved by 

Council, the clerk assured us that was to 

happen at the meeting on the 16
th

 March. 

 

A review of the financial regulations found 

as reported previously: 

a.) Para 12c  - Although variations to a 

We will check at the year-end audit that 

draft policies have been adopted by 

Council. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Amendment to the Financial 

Regulations should be considered for 

the next update of the document to 

Implemented 
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contract must be in writing, there is no 

threshold at which council requires a 

contract to be in writing.  
b.) Para 15e - requires employees to be 

included in a fidelity guarantee but does not 

mention members 

 

 

The Council and the Clerk should be 

commended for having a comprehensive 

and robust set of policies and procedures. 

The Clerk informs us that this is due to the 

Council having as a priority over the last 

year to 'to review our policies and deliver our 

priorities during Councillor succession' . 

 

 

reflect the items noted 

 

Follow up of 2013/2014 audit recommendations 

 

1 The draft annual return shows an increase in 

the valuation of the fixed assets of £719k. 

This is partly due to insurance revaluation 

of assets and partly due to the revaluation of 

land assets following advice in the 2012/13 

audit. 

We have since seen guidance from the 

external auditors that assets should not be 

revalued and the value of fixed assets 

should only be adjusted for additions and 

disposals. 

 

The annual return will be amended to 

show the fixed assets balance as 

2,009,379. 

Implemented 
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2 The fidelity cover at £500k does not cover 

the maximum projected cash balance of 

approximately £670k (calculated as year 

end cash balance plus precept). 

 

 

The Council should review the adequacy 

of the level of fidelity cover. 
Implemented – fidelity cover has 

been increased to £1million. 

 Guidance note for 2014/15 

Following the repeal of section 150(5) of 

the Local Government Act 1972 in March 

2014, Councils now are not required by law 

to have cheques or other orders for payment 

signed by two elected members. 

 

 

If the Council decide they would like to 

make any changes to how payments are 

made it is important that they review the 

recent guidance issued by SLCC and 

ensure that any new internal controls 

meet these requirements. 

Any changes to internal controls over 

payments in light of the repeal will be 

reviewed in future audits. 

 

 

 

2013/14 interim audit issues 

 

1 Testing for a sample of payments and the 

bank reconciliation found that one grant 

payment to Winsford Youth Forum had 

been entered in the ledger twice (chq 

number 306662 £4600) as transaction 1774 

and 1864. As a result, although the cheque 

has been presented it appears in the bank 

reconciliation as an unpresented cheque. 

 

The Clerk is aware of this error and this 

will be removed at the year end. 
This has now been removed from 

the year end balances. 
 

2 Winsford Youth Forum was paid £4600 in 

2013/14 in respect of the previous financial 

years. We have seen no letter of receipt or 

invoice from the Youth Forum in support of 

Letters of receipt should be requested 

for donations/grants especially for 

significant payments. 

Implemented 
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this payment. 

 
 


